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Abstract 
 

The cascaded H-bridge (CHB) multilevel converter is a promising topology for large-scale photovoltaic (PV) systems. The 
output voltage over-modulation derived by the inter-module active power imbalance is one of the key issues for CHB PV 
systems. This paper proposed a dynamic power distribution strategy to eliminate the over-modulation in a CHB PV system by 
suitably redistributing the reactive power among the inverter modules of the CHB PV system. The proposed strategy can 
effectively extend the operating region of the CHB PV system with a simple control algorithm and easy implementation. 
Simulation and experimental results carried out on a seven-level CHB grid-connected PV system are shown to validate the 
proposed strategy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

World-wide renewable energy resources, especially solar 
energy, have grown dramatically in recent years, which is 
driven by a reduction in PV system prices and various 
national policies promoting the use of renewable energy [1], 
[2]. Multi-MW large-scale PV power plants, which play an 
important role in the development of PV systems, have seen a 
continuation in this upward trend [3]. 

The cascaded H-bridge multilevel converter is considered 
to be one of the most suitable configurations for large-scale 
PV power plants thanks to its modularity, scalability and 
distributed maximum power point trancking (DMPPT) [4]-[6]. 
When compared to conventional PV central inverters, the 
CHB inverters can generate three-phase medium-voltage 
(MV) multilevel voltage waveforms that do not require 
harmonic filters or set-up transformers [7]. 

When cascaded H-bridge multilevel converters are applied 
to large-scale PV systems, the inter-phase power imbalance 
and inter-module power imbalance caused by shading, dirt, 

temperature inhomogeneity, faulty H-bridges, aging and 
manufacturing tolerances [8], are ones of the important issues. 
Unbalanced power generation among the three phases causes 
unbalanced grid current, which can be addressed by means of 
control strategies and topologies [9], [10]. 

Regarding inter-module power imbalance, several 
technical papers have proposed a number of methods 
[11]-[15]. In [11], an energy-balance control strategy is 
presented to achieve the maximum energy harvest. Reference 
[12] proposes a mixed staircase-PWM technique in CHB PV 
systems, which can decrease the switching frequency and 
increase the power extraction. Methods including n voltage 
control loops in [13] and [14] are implemented to control 
each of the dc-link voltages by manipulating the modulation 
index of each inverter module in single-phase and three-phase 
CHB PV systems. However, the procedure for controller 
design is not generalized to higher levels, since the control 
structure is more complex for higher levels and the design 
analysis is more difficult. An improved control strategy that 
consists of only one total voltage loop and n 
feed-forward-based weighting factors is proposed in [15], 
where the weighting factors is generated by the DC link input 
powers and voltage references. Therefore, the control 
strategies are independent from the output of the voltage 
feedback loop which simplifies the control structures in [13], 
[14]. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of a three-phase CHB PV system. 

 
However, the disadvantages of these methods are that they 

have not presented a quantitative evaluation of the stable 
operation range, and they have not proposed an effective 
strategy to mitigate the over-modulation issue caused by a 
severe inter-module power imbalance, which can result in 
system instability and distorted grid current. 

Reference [16] proposes a method where the control 
system reduces the power of inverter modules to avoid 
over-modulation. The technique is capable of stabilizing 
systems under imbalanced condition. However, it results in a 
lower output power and a less-efficient system.  

In reference [17], a hybrid modulation is used along with a 
derivative-of-power-based control method to utilize CHB 
cells up to their full potential and to stabilize single-stage 
cascaded H-bridge inverters under severe mismatching 
conditions. However, the system is based on dP/dI, which is 
noise sensitive. 

One of the most-commonly referred methods for 
mitigating the over-modulation in CHB PV systems is based 
on a reactive power compensation algorithm (RPCA), which 
helps MPPT implementation and significantly improves 
system reliability. However, the reactive power is limited in 
consideration of the system capacity and power factor. In [18], 
[19], a power allocation principle was presented to optimize 
the reactive power allocation among inverter modules. 
Unfortunately, this method has to establish the 
grid-connected current coordinate frame and calculate the 
reactive power allocation coefficient in advance, which is 
both complex and inflexible. 

The aim of this paper is to optimize the reactive power 

distribution and to mitigate over-modulation for large-scale 
cascaded PV systems. A quantitative evaluation of the stable 
operation range with imbalanced power generation is 
presented. When over-modulation occurs, RPCA is activated 
and RPRA redistributes the reactive power among the 
inverter modules by the regulation of the q-axis components, 
which is characterized by easy implementation and flexibility. 
In addition, the application range of the proposed strategy is 
analyzed. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, a cascaded 
PV system configuration is presented and a quantitative 
analysis of the inter-module active imbalance is obtained. In 
section III, the proposed strategy is illustrated. A 3MW PV 
system including three cascaded inverter modules in each 
phase with the proposed control strategy is modeled in 
MATLAB/Simulink and a PV system prototype has been 
built in the laboratory. Simulation and experimental results 
are presented to verify the validity of the control strategy in 
sections IV and V. Finally, some conclusions are presented in 
section VI. 

 

II. ANALYSIS OF CHB PV SYSTEMS 

A. System Configuration 

Fig. 1 shows a diagram of a three-phase CHB PV system, 
where each phase is composed of n series-connected inverter 
modules and an arm inductor Ls. Each inverter module 
consists of one bridge cell and m parallel-connected PV 
submodules where PV arrays are connected to the dc link of 
the bridge cell via DC/DC converters. A DC/DC converter 
with a high frequency transformer is used for galvanic isolation 
between the PV arrays and the MV grid, which is required 
because most commercial PV modules can withstand no more 
than 1000V between the active part and the grounded frame 
[20]. On the other hand, DC/DC converters decouple the 
second-harmonic voltage ripple between the input voltages of 
the bridge cell and DC/DC converters [9], which helps the 
MPPT implementation. This paper makes no constrains on the 
isolated DC/DC converters to be employed. Several literatures 
have presented a few of circuit configurations for this 
application [21], [22], whose behavior can be considered as a 
dc power source. 

The n bridge cells are connected in series in each phase. The 
output voltage of each bridge cell is denoted as vhip, which can 
synthesize a 2n+1 level inverter output voltage vinvp (i=1,… n 
and p=a, b, c). vsp and isp represent the grid voltage and current, 
respectively. The dc-link voltage of each bridge cell is 
regulated to Vdc, which means the inflow of energy from the 
PV submodules is equal to the outflow of energy of the bridge 
cells. 

In each phase, the gird voltage vector Vsp, the grid current 
vector Isp, and the inverter output voltage vector Vinvp can be 
expressed as: 
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 s= j Linvp sp spV I + V   (1) 

where ω denotes the system fundamental frequency.  
Given the relationship of the inverter output voltage vector 

Vinvp and the output voltage vector of each inverter module 
Vhip, (1) can also be expressed as: 

 s
1

n

i
i

j L


  h p sp spV I V   (2) 

B. Control System  

The cascaded PV control system for Phase A based on the 
d-q coordinate frame is depicted in Fig. 2, where the d-q 
coordinate frame is established by referring to [23] and T is 
the single-phase frame transformation matrix. The control 
system mainly consists of three parts: (a) the active and 
reactive current references; (b) the feedforward decoupling 
control structure; (c) the modulation waveform references.  

The power reference of the ith bridge cell pi
∗ is obtained 

by comparing the measured dc-link voltage vdci with the 
command reference Vdc. The phase power reference p* is 
obtained by summing the n power references. The active 
current reference id

∗ is the ratio of the phase power reference 
and the grid voltage amplitude Vsa. 

The average d-axis and q-axis duty cycles dd
∗ and dq

∗ are 

obtained by comparing the inverter output voltage references 
to nVdc. To achieve the maximum energy harvest in the 
unbalanced condition, the d-axis duty cycle needs to be 
modified and the compensating d-axis duty cycle of the ith 
inverter module in Phase A can be expressed as: 

 *
d d dc dc( )i id K v v     (3) 

where vdc is the dc-link mean voltage in Phase A. K∆d is a 
proportional controller. 

When the modified d-axis duty cycle ddi
∗  and the average 

q-axis duty cycle dq
∗  are determined, the modulation 

waveform si is obtained by the inverse matrix T-1. 

C. Over-Modulation  

In a real system, due to shading, dirt, temperature 
inhomogeneity, faulty H-bridges, aging and manufacturing 
tolerances, active power imbalances occur and result in 
over-modulation, which is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

According to the control system in Fig. 2, when each 
inverter module is in its rated condition and generates a 
balanced active power Pr, the system operates with a unity 
power factor, where the total power in Phase A is denoted as 
Pa. The voltage distribution of n cascaded inverter modules in 
the d-q coordinate frame is shown in Fig. 3(a). Note that the 
voltage drop of the filter inductor is illustrated to be oversized 
for better understanding.  

The d-axis components and the q-axis components of the 
output voltages of the inverter modules are equal. According 
to (2), the corresponding duty cycles are uniform (dd1=…= 
ddn=dd and dq1=…= dqn=dq) and can be derived by: 

 dc d sa
1

n

i
V d V


   (4) 

 dc q s da
1

n

i
V d L I


   (5) 

where Ida=2Pa/Vsa is the magnitude of the grid current vector 
Ida. 

When a cascaded PV system works with slightly 
imbalanced active power generation, as shown in Fig. 3(b), 
the system maintains stable operation with a unity power 

factor. The d-axis duty cycle ddi and the q-axis duty cycle 

dqi
(u)of the ith inverter module can be derived by: 

 (u)
dc sad

1

n

i
i

V d V


   (6) 

 ( ) (u)
dc sq da

1

n
u
i

i
V d L I


   (7) 

where Ida  is the magnitude of the grid current in the 

unbalanced condition. 
For the subsequent analysis, a set of ratios λ1, λ2 … λn to 

describe the active power of the ith inverter module Pi with 
respect to Pr is introduced: 

 i
i

r

P
=

P
   (8) 

The grid current is a result of the power transformed to the 
grid from all the inverter modules, so the current magnitude 
is equal to ∑ λiIda

n
i=1 /n in an unbalanced condition. The 

current flowing through the inverter modules in Phase A is 

the same, and the d-axis component ddi  can be derived 
from a point of power by: 

 
(u) (u)
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i i

r
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P I d
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According to (4), (6), (8) and (9), ddi  can be calculated as: 
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The reactive power is equally distributed among the 
inverter modules according to the control system. Based on 

(5), (7) and (8), dqi
(u) can be derived as: 

 
s da s a

(u) 1 1
q 2 2

dc dc sa
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n n

l l
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  (11) 

Considering the limitation of the modulation index, the ith 
inverter module should be subject to the constraint shown in 
(12). It can be seen that in order to avoid over-modulation, 
the inter-module active power imbalance is limited. The same 
analysis can be applied in Phase B and Phase C. 
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Fig. 2. Cascaded PV Control diagram for Phase A based on the d-q coordinate frame. 
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III. THE PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY 

During system operation, an active power imbalance may 
occur and cause over-modulation, especially for inverter 

modules with a higher active power output. Once the over- 
modulation is identified, the reactive power compensation 
algorithm (RPCA) is activated. The amplitude of the reactive 

current reference Iq
* is given by: 

 * *
q dI I   (13) 

where Id
* is the amplitude of the active current reference, and 

µ is the reactive current factor. 
The voltage distribution of n cascaded inverter modules in 

Phase A with RPCA is shown in Fig. 3(c). The d-axis output 

voltage of the invert modules decreases ωLsIqa
r , where Iqa

r  is 

the amplitude of the reactive current with RPCA. However, 
an AC inductor sized at about 5% with respect to nominal 
conditions can be regarded as sufficient for the ac link buffer 
and current control [7], and the system capacity is limited. 
Therefore, the capacity of RPCA to eliminate 
over-modulation is limited. RPRA redistributes the reactive 
power among the inverter modules, which promotes the 
capacity for eliminating over-modulation and extends the 
system operation range. The operation principle of RPRA is 
explained in the following paragraphs. 

A. RPRA 

RPRA is achieved by regulating the q-axis duty cycles of 
the inverter modules in the control system shown in Fig. 2, 
which is depicted in Fig. 4. The modified q-axis duty cycle 
dqi
∗  is obtained by adding the average q-axis duty cycle dq

∗ 

and the compensating q-axis duty cycle ∆dqi
∗ . RPRA is 

achieved by the following steps: 1) calculate the modulation 
waveform amplitude Si; 2) sort Si in ascending order; 3) 
combine two inverter modules according to the sorting result 
and redistribute the q-axis duty cycles among the inverter 
modules. Fig. 5(a) shows a flowchart of RPRA. 

Due to the inputs in Fig. 5(a), the modulation waveform 
amplitude Si is easily obtained in the d-q coordinate frame 
and can be calculated by: 

 * * 2 *
d d q q) )*

i i iS (d d (d d        (14) 

Si is sorted in ascending order. Bear in mind that the index  
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Fig. 4. The block diagram of RPRA. 

 
i indicates the inverter module position in the physical circuit 
while Lu (u=1,…,x) and Hv (v=1,…,y) represent the ordering 
index after sorting where value of Si less than 1 is x, and the 
value greater than 1 is y. 

According to the sorting result, the inverter module with 
the ordering index Lj and the other inverter module with the 
ordering index H(y-j+1) form a combination Cj (j=1,…x or y). 
The combining principle is that the greater the modulation 
waveform amplitude of one inverter module, the less the 

other one is in a combination, such as C1 { SL1，SHy }, C2{ SL2，

SH(y-1) } and so on. The inverter module in the physical circuit, 
which corresponds to SH(y-j+1) in Cj, needs to subtract ∆dqHj

∗  if 

iq
* is negative and add ∆dqHj

∗  if iq
* is positive in the q-axis 

duty cycle. The other inverter module in the physical circuit, 
which corresponds to SLj in Cj, needs to add ∆dqj

∗  and 

subtract ∆dqj
∗ , where: 

 *
q q )( 1)Hj H(y-j+1d K S -            (15) 

 
 

where ∆  is a PI controller. 

In the control strategy, the time constant for obtaining the 
compensating q-axis duty cycle ∆dqi

∗  is much larger than that 

for the compensating d-axis components. When the active 
power Pi is fixed, the d-axis duty cycles adjust automatically 
according to the modified q-axis duty cycles. Therefore, the 
disturbances to ∆ddi

∗  are insignificant. The output of the 
voltage control loops Vd

* and Vq
* are not be disturbed because 

in the combination Ci, the inverter module with the ordering 
index Lj adds ∆dqj

∗  and the other inverter module with the 

ordering index H(y-j+1) subtracts ∆dqj
∗ , which ensures that 

the upper layers of the control system are kept stable. 
In this example, S1 corresponds to the ordering index L2 

and is equal to SL2. In part of the combination, the inverter 
module with ordering index H2 and the other one with L1 
form combination C1. According to the combining principle, 
C2 is also confirmed and the inverter module corresponding 
to L3 is left, which waits to be sorted in the next control 
period. After the combination, the q-axis duty cycle for the 
inverter module with the ordering index H2 in C1 needs to 
add ∆dqH1

∗ , which is obtained by (15), and the q-axis duty 

cycle for the inverter module with ordering index L1 in C1 
needs to subtract ∆dqH1

∗ . The q-axis duty cycles of the 

inverter modules in C2 are similar to those in C1, which 
determine the modified q-axis duty cycles. 

B. Evaluation of the Adjusting Ability 

The proposed strategy is applicable within a certain region 
and the ability for eliminating over-modulation is limited. 
The output power of the ith inverter module can be expressed 
as: 

   (16) 

where ddi
(d) and dqi

(d) denote the d-axis and q-axis duty cycles  
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Fig. 5. (a) Flowchart of RPRA (assuming iq

*>0) and (b) redistribution process in the case of n=5. 
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Fig. 6. Relationship between S2min, η2and μ (dd=0.78 and iq

∗>0). 

 

after power redistribution. The relationship between ddi
(d) and 

dqi
(d) can be derived from (4), (8) and (16) as: 

     (17) 

An indicator of the inter-bridge power imbalance for the 
ith module ηi is defined as: 

 

1

1
i

i n

l
l

=  

n
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Therefore, (17) can also be expressed as: 

 (d) (d) sa
qd

dc

i
ii

V
d d

nV


      (19) 

If the reactive current factor μ and ηi are confirmed, the 

minimum value of Si Simin can be derived by: 

 (d) (d)
qd(d)

d

, ) 0
)

i ii
i

d
S (d d

d(d
   (20) 

where dqi
(d) can be expressed by ddi

(d). 

In order to eliminate over-modulation, Simin must be less 
than 1 by adjusting μ and ηi. Take n=3 as an example for 

clarity and assume that λ1<λ3<λ2 . Then the relationship 
between S2min, η2 and μ is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen 

that S2min decreases with the increasing of μ and that it 
increases with the increasing of η2. If S2min is always greater 

than 1 with a certain μ , the proposed strategy cannot 
eliminate over-modulation. 

 

IV． SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proposed control strategy for grid-connected cascaded 
PV system is validated in MATLAB/Simulink. The 
parameters of the seven-level CHB PV system are listed in 
Table I. The dc-link voltage of each bridge cell was regulated 
to 2000V. The single PV module which reaches a nominal 
peak power of 305W at the MPP is constructed in 
MATLAB/Simulink. Each bridge cell is fed by 15 72 PV 
modules by DC/DC converters. Fig. 7 shows the d-axis and 
q-axis grid current during the whole system operation. During 
the period of 0.3~t1, each inverter module operates under the 

rated symmetrical condition of 1000W/m2 and 25℃, and the  

TABLE I 

SIMULATION SYSTEM CIRCUIT PARAMETERS 

Parameters Symbols Values 
Grid Voltage Vsa 4.89kV 

Nominal Power Pa 1MW 
AC voltage 
frequency 

f 50Hz 

Filtering Inductor Ls 3.3mH 
Equivalent Resistor Rs 0.2Ω 
Capacitance Size Ci 3.3mF 

Number n 3 
Switching Frequency fsw 5kHz 

 

 
Fig. 7. d-axis and q-axis grid current waveforms of Phase A for a 
CHB grid-connect PV system. 

 
MPPT is enabled and is implemented by DC/DC converters. 
The grid current isa, dc-link voltage vdci, converter output 
voltage vinva and d-axis duty cycle for the three inverter 
modules ddi over five periods is shown in Fig. 8, where a 
unity power factor is implemented and the grid current THD 
is 1.63%. 

At t1, the first module works at 700W/m2 and 25℃, and the 

third module works at 600W/m2 and 25℃ (λ3<λ1<λ2≤1). 

According to the previous analysis, the second inverter 
module carries a greater proportion of the whole ac output 
voltage, leading to over-modulation. The distorted current isa 
and the output voltage of the second module vh2a are shown in 
Fig. 9. In this case, the harmonic distortion is 5.27%. RPCA 
with iq

∗=-140A is embed in the control system at the moment 

of t2, where the positive direction of the grid current in 
Simulink is contrary to that in Fig. 1. The capacity to 
eliminate over-modulation is limited with only RPCA and the 
second inverter module still operates with over-modulation. 
At t3, RPRA is activated. Through the sorting algorithm and 
the combination during each control period, the q-axis duty 
cycles are redistributed until S2 is equal to 1. 

During the dynamic adjusting process, the d-axis duty 
cycle of the second bridge cell decreases and that of the first 
and third bridge cells increase correspondingly, as shown in 
Fig. 10. In this case, the harmonic distortion decreases to 2.38% 
and the chosen inverter module index to form the 
combination C1 Mmin with a maximum modulation amplitude 

changes from 1 to 3 and Mmax with a maximum modulation 
amplitude is 2. Fig. 11 presents the dynamic adjusting 
process, where the modulation waveform amplitude of the 
second bridge cell S2 gradually decreases to 1 and the  

(d) (d) sa
qd

dc

1

i
ii n

l
l

n V
d d

nV
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Fig. 8. Simulation results for the grid current isa, dc-link voltage 
vdc1,2,3, converter output voltage vinva and d-axis duty cycle for 
three inverter modules dd1,2,3 over five periods under balanced 
power conditions. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Simulation results for the distorted current isa and the 
PWM output voltage of the second module vh2a under 
imbalanced power conditions without the proposed strategy. 
 
modulation waveform amplitudes of the first and third bridge 
cells increase correspondingly. 

In (15), the reference value is 1 so that the modulation 
index of the second inverter module after the redistribution 
cannot be lower than 1. When moderately decreasing the 
reference value, the redistribution can be carried out at a 
greater depth. 
 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To verify the feasibility of the proposed strategy, a 
single-phase 1kW CHB PV system was built and connected 
to the grid as shown in Fig. 12. The parameters of the test 
system are listed in Table II. The prototype is not equipped 
with DC/DC converters, which has no effect the results of 
this paper, as long as an inter-module power imbalance is 
created. Each PV simulator generates 360W of active power 
under its rated condition and each dc-link voltage is regulated  

 
Fig. 10. Simulation results for the distorted current isa, the PWM 
output voltage of the second module vh2a, the chosen inverter 
module index to form the combination C1 Mmin and Mmax and the 
d-axis and q-axis components of the three modulation waveforms 
under imbalanced power conditions with the proposed strategy. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Modulation waveforms of three bridge cells with the 
proposed strategy during the dynamic adjusting process. 

 
TABLE II 

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM CIRCUIT PARAMETERS 

Parameters Symbols Values 
Grid Voltage Vsa 141V 

Nominal Power Pa 1kW 
AC Voltage Frequency f 50Hz 

Filtering Inductor Ls 5mH 
Capacitor Size Ci 3.3mF 

Cascaded Number n 3 
Switching Frequency fsw 5kHz 

 
to 60V. The system is connected to the grid through a 
transformer and the peak voltage of the secondary side is 
regulated to 141V. The control platform consists of one 
master controller and three slave controllers. The master 
controller contains one DSP and one FPGA, and each slave 
controller has one FPGA, which is shown in Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 12. Experimental setup and controllers. 

 
Fig. 13. Block diagram of the controllers in the experiment. 

 
Fig. 14 shows experimental waveforms with balanced 

power generation. The THD of the output current is 3.5%. 
The current is in phase with the grid voltage which means a 
unity power factor. This experimental system uses IGBTs 
rated at 1200V and 50A. The semiconductor voltage drop 
and dead-time have a bad effect on the grid current. In 
addition, the grid voltage is distorted with a THD of 2.3% 
and the low-frequency transformer is not ideal. All of the 
three dc-link voltages in Fig. 14(b) have been set as 60V with 
a 100Hz ripple. The seven-level output voltage vinva can be 
seen in Fig. 14(c), which is a 7-level voltage with CPS-PWM. 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the RPRA, the output 
power of the second inverter module maintains 360W and the 
other modules decrease to 240W. Fig. 15 shows experimental 
waveforms with an imbalanced power generation. The THD 
of the grid current is 7.1%, which is shown in Fig. 15(a). The 
inverter module output voltages can be seen in Fig. 15(b), 
where the output voltage of the second module vh2a is kept at 
a steady value during many PWM periods and is different  

 
 

Fig. 14. Experimental waveforms for a CHB grid-connect PV 
system with balanced power generation: (a) grid voltage vsa and 
grid current isa; (b) three capacitance voltages; (c) converter 
output voltage vinva. 
 

 
 

Fig. 15. Experimental waveforms for a CHB grid-connect PV 
system under unsymmetrical active power generation without the 
proposed strategy: (a) grid current isa; (b) module output voltage 
vhia. 

 
from others. This waveform is similar to the one in Fig. 
9.Then RPCA is embed in the control system (iq

∗=-5.7A) and 

RPRA is activated when over-modulation is detected. With 
the help of reactive power and RPCA, the THD of the grid 
current decreases to 5.1% (Fig. 16(b)) from 7.1% (Fig. 16(a)). 
The inverter module index with the maximum modulation 
amplitude Mmax is 2, and the minimum modulation amplitude 
Mmin is equal to 1 or 3 to form the combination with the 
second inverter module as shown in Fig. 16(d). The output 
voltage waveforms of the three modules vh1a, vh2a and vh3a are 
shown in Fig. 16(c). It can be seen that the proposed strategy 
mitigates over-modulation by comparing the waveforms vh2a 
in Fig. 15 and vh2a in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. Experimental waveforms for a CHB grid-connect PV 
system under unbalanced power conditions with the proposed 
strategy. (a) Grid current THD without the proposed strategy 
under an unbalanced output power. (b) Grid current THD with 
the proposed strategy. (c) Module output voltage vhia. (d) Inverter 
module index with the maximum modulation amplitude Mmax 
and the minimum modulation amplitude Mmin. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a dynamic power redistribution 
strategy for CHB PV systems to address the over-modulation 
caused by unbalanced power generation. With the proposed 
strategy, the control system can make the best of the 
dynamical redistribution of q-axis duty cycles and keep the 
system operating stably with an inter-bridge power 
imbalance.  

The ability to eliminate over-modulation is limited by the 
reactive current factor and the inter-module power imbalance 
indicator, which is derived in this paper. In addition, 
simulation and experimental results are presented to verify 
the validity of RPRA. 
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